We are going to show in this paper that J. Leray's Maslov index (or rather a slight variant of that index) can be extended to the whole of Mp(n) , and that the properties of this extended index yields very precise informations on the algebraic and topological structure of the metaplectic group Mp(n). This paper is structured as follows :
-in §1 we recall the main definitions and results in J. Leray's theory and prove a relation between the Maslov indices of products of unitary operators associated with quadratic forms given by (1) (proposition 4).
-in §2 we define and study the properties of the extended Maslov index.
Our main result is theorem 1 : THEOREM.
1) The Maslov index /^o is the only function Mp{n) -> Z/8Z such that : (2) the mapping (S,t) ^ p.o(S) -sign(.s<o^o>^) is locally constant on {(S,i) C Mp(n) x A(n); sto^i = £n£o = {0}} [A(n) being the Lagrangian
Grassmannian, £o = {0} x R 71 , s the projection on the symplectic group Sp(n) of S € Mp(n), and sign the class modulo 8 of the signature of a triple of elements of A(n)].
(3) ^(SS') = ^io(S) +^o(5") +sign (<o, sio, ss'to) 
for all S, S' in Mp(n).
2) The Maslov index /^o has furthermore the following properties :
/.o^-1 )--^); ^(I)=0.
(5) /^o(-5)=/,o(5)+4
(k being the class modulo 8 of k e 1).
(6) P'o(S) and n -dim(s^o H ^o) have same images in 1/21.
The key to the proof of that theorem is proposition 4, §1 which makes possible the definition of the Maslov index /AQ? together with the properties, due to Masaki Kashiwara, of the signature of a triple of elements of A(n).
The Maslov index thus characterized is associated with a particular element IQ of A(n); -in §3 we show that it is actually possible to associate a "Maslov index" /L^ to any choice of an element i € A(n) by the formula : (7) ^
(S) = ^(S^SSo) , S € Mp(n)
where So € Mp(n) projects onto SQ e Sp(n) such that i = SQ^Q ; in fact that Maslov index /^ only depends on ^, and we have, if (t^f) C A(n) x A(n) : Those results are used to show that there exists, for every I € A(n), a bijection Ha of Mp{n) onto a subset [5p(n) x Z/8Z]^ of the cartesian product Sp{n) x Z/8Z, which is characterized by theorem 1; from this follows (corollary 1) :
COROLLARY.
1) The set [Sp(n) x Z/8Z]^ can be equipped with a structure of topological group for which Hi is an isomorphism
2) The composition law of that group is given by the formula :
where the dots on p, and u! indicate classes modulo 8.
Remark. -We have shown in [G2] that the universal covering group Spoo(n) of the symplectic group Sp(n) can be identified with a subset [Sp(n) x Z]^ of Sp(n) x Z, equipped with an adequate topology and algebraic structure; the definition of [Sp(n) x Z]^ is similar to that of [Sp{n) x Z/8Z]^, the group (Z/8Z,+) being replaced everywhere by the group (Z,+). The construction in [G2] was based upon the definition in [Gl] of a Maslov index on the universal covering space Aoo(^) of the lagrangian Grassmannian A(n). It is possible to show, using the results in [Gl] and [G2] that the Maslov index on Mp(n) defined in this paper is related to the Maslov index defined in [Gl] by :
^(S) = class of ^(^oo^o,00^0,00), modulo 8 where (13) S 6 Mp(n) and Soo € Spoo(n) have same projection on 5p(n); (14) ^o,oo is any element of Aoo(n) with projection £o e A(n) .
These facts, and their consequences, will be developed in a forthcoming paper; see also [G3] for the applications to ^-symplectic geometry.
Notations.
For n > 1, V = IR 71 x FT is equipped with its usual real vector space structure. The usual scalar product on R 71 is denoted by ( 
, whose inverse is given bŷ
Quadratic Fourier transforms
and the metaplectic group.
In this section we review and complement some of J. Leray's results on the metaplectic group ( [L] , ch. I).
Let A be the set of all pairs A = (A, m) where : 1) A is a quadratic form W 1 x R 71 -> H whose value at (x, x') is given by:
where P,L,Q are real n x n matrices, P and Q being symmetric and L invertible. Throughout this paper we wil\ use the shorthand notation A = (P,L,Q) to denote quadratic forms of the type (1.1).
2) m e Z is associated to a choice of argdet (L) by the formula :
(1.2) m7T = argdet(L), modulo 2?r .
To each A C .4, [L] (ibid., §1,2) associates an automorphism of5(R 71 ) given by :
where :
It is easily checked that the 5~ extend into automorphisms of^R"), whose restrictions to L^R 71 ) are unitary. In fact : 
Proof.
Immediate in view of the obvious relations IC^ = VR, F-^l^ =^nM^F .
Let ^/(L^R")) be the group of all unitary automorphisms of Z/^R") and denote by Mp(n) the subgroup of ^/(^(R^)) generated by the set {S^ ; A e A}. That group is called the metaplectic group, and we have :
1) The metaplectic group Mp{n) is a covering group of order 2 of Sp(n), the projection map TT : Mp(n) -^ Sp(n) being characterized by :
A {y = -grad,.,A(a',.T;') .
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2) Each S e Mp(n) is the product of two elements of{<S~ ; A € A};
3) S^ = S^, if and only if A = A' and m = m', mod 4.
Proof. -For 1) : [L] , ch. I, §1,2, theorem 2,1) and formula (1.11), §1,1. For 2) : ibid., §1,2, lemma 2.5. For 3) : ibid., §2,8, formula 8.6. Setting V-R = 7r(V-n), mL = Tr(M^), J == 7r(F), (1.5) in theorem 1 immediately yields :
where we are using the standard block-matrix notation (J (resp. 0) being the n x n identity (resp. 0) matrix).
There exists A^ A such that S = 5j if and only if sto D ^o = {0}.
Proof. -See [L] , ch. I, §2,4, Remark 4.1, p.38 (J. Leray uses the notation X* instead of £o, and denotes by Esp the subset of Sp(n) whose elements are not projections of the 5-).
A
Let R be a real symmetric n x n matrix; we denote by Inert(J?) the number of negative eigenvalues of Jt, and call that integer the index of inertia of R\ the signature of R will be denoted Sign(7?); obviously Sign(J?) -h 2Inert(-R) is the rank of -R; in our calculations we will actually only need sign(-R), the class modulo 8 of Sign(fi).
THEOREM 2.
1) There exists A" € A such that S^S^S^,, = I (the identity) if and only if P' -h Q is invertible; if S -rS r/^r, / = I, then :
2) The mapping
is locally constant.
Proof. -For 1) : [L] , ch. I, §1,2, lemma 2.3; remark (2.2), p. 14 and its proof, p. 15. For 2); ibid., theorem 2,3), using definition 1.3, p. 7-8.
We are going to supplement theorem 2. We will need the following technical result : LEMMA 1. -Let R = (A^^)i<,j<^ be a real diagonal matrix with \z = \u ^ 0 for 1 < i < j < n, X, = 0 for i > j. Assume there are p (resp. q) positive (resp. negative) A,. Set x^ = (.n,... ,a^),
There exists a constant C(R) > 0 such that :
when k -> +00, j < n;
Proof. -Recall the classical formula
when k -> +00, which is valid for every g € C^R) which is bounded and with bounded second derivatives (see for instance [GS] , p. 5). Suppose j = n; then (1.9') immediately follows from (1.10) with C(R) = (27r)"/ 2 | det(^)|-l /2. If j < n. write :
and apply (1.10) to the integral in x^y Let I? be a real symmetric matrix of rank j < n, and let p (resp. q) be the number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of R; thus p+g = j.
With the notations of §0, we have : Proof. -Set R=P 1 +Q,S= P 1 " + Q"; in view of proposition 1 we have :
Noting the obvious relations :
it is indeed no restriction to assume L' = L'" = 7; let H (resp. K) be an orthogonal matrix such that R == H^H (resp. 5' = KS^) is diagonal; we may even choose H and ^ such that K = (A^)i<^<^ A^ ^ 0 for 1 < i < j = rank(7?), A,, = 0 otherwise (resp. S' = (^^)i<,,,<^, ^, / 0 for 1 <i <j' = rank(5), ^ = 0 otherwise).
Since we have, again in view of the relations (1.12) :
HFV.Q, and, similarly :
we can finally assume that 6^Sj, and S^,S^,, are given by the expressions (1.11), (1.1F), L 1 and L 1 " being orthogonal, and R and S diagonal, with -R = (^ij)i<ij<n, >iz / 0 for 1 < i < j, \^ = 0 otherwise, and = (^ij)i<ij<n, ^a / 0 for 1 < i < j'\ ^ =. Q otherwise. Choose now a function / e S(R n ) which is radially symmetric (f(x) = exp(-|.r| 2 ) is for instance a perfect choice), and set fk(x) = f(kx}, k C R.
We have :
Performing the substitutions kx" -> x", x'/k -» x' we get :
with :
that is, since L' is orthogonal and / radial :
from which readily follows that : (1.14)
when A; -> +00, the function g being given by :
Applying lemma I to the integral in (1.14) we get :
when k -> +00, C(R, f) being given by : Performing a similar calculation for 5-,5-,,/fc(0), we get as well :
and C(S) > 0. Now 5j5j, = S A IIS A III ^P 1168 that the Y^ hand sides of (1.16) and (1.16') must be of the same order of magnitude as k -> +00, hence we must have j = j', and C(R,f), C'(S,f) must have same sign, hence :
his is proposition 4. It is indeed clear in view of theorem 1, 3), §1 that (2.1) makes sense. Suppose now S == 5j5j, = S^,,S^,,,; then in view of proposition 4, §1, we have : 2m + 2m' + Sign(P' +Q) := 2m" + 2m'" + Sign(P'" + Q"), mod 8, hence definition (2.2) is independent of the choice of the pair (S-5'7,) such that 6'=6'757,. A A'
Before we study the properties of that Maslov index we need to recall the definition and the properties of the signature of a triple of lagrangian planes, due to M. Kashiwara (unpublished). For proofs and details we refer to [LV] , part 1, pp. 39-45, or to [G3] .
Let (^',F) C A^pz) = A(n) x A(n) x A(n) be a triple of lagrangian planes, and consider the quadratic form Q on t x (! x P 1 given by :
The symmetric matrix of Q has p (resp. q) positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues.. The integer p-q (i.e. the signature of the quadratic form Q) is called the signature of the triple (^',f'), and denoted Sign(^',r) ( [LV] uses the notation r(^,^',^")). That signature has the following properties :
Sign(^',0 = -Sign(^'.r) =-Sign(^", i') .
(2.5) Sign is invariant by Sp(n) :
Sign(^,^',5r) = Signer, r), V5 C Sp{n) .
(2.6) Sign is a Z-valued cocycle :
(2.7) Sign is locally constant on the set {{t,i',i") e A^n); in V = nr^'n^^o}}.
(2.8) Sign(^ r, r) EE n + dim(^ H ^) 4-dim(r H F) + dim(r H ^), mod 2.
When t and ^/ / are transverse (i.e. tnf = {0}, which is equivalent to V = t C ^/), Sign(^, ^/, ^") can be expressed as the signature of a quadratic form of rank n : (2.9) When t D i' = {0}, Signer, r') is the signature of the quadratic form R on V defined by :
where
P (resp. P") is the projection operator of V onto t along t" (resp. onto (" along i).
The properties of the signature, together with the results of §1, allow us to prove the following result, where we have set sign(^,^',^") = dass of Sign^.f, r) modulo 8: THEOREM 1.
1) The Maslov index /^o is the only function Mp{n) -> Zg having the two following properties :
(2.10) The mapping (5, t) ^ p,o{S) -sign(^o^o^) is locally constant on {(S,t) € Mp(n) x A(n); sio H^ = £r}£o = {0}}; (2.11) ^(SS') = ^o(S) + ^0(5') + sign^o, ^o,^o) tor every pair (5,5') eMp(n) xMp(n);
2) The Maslov index /^o has the following properties : Let S € Mjo(n); in view of theorem 1, 2), §1, we can find (A, A') e A 2 such that S = S^Sj,. In view of (2.11') we then have :
hence v is locally constant on Mp(n) in view of (2.10'); but Mp(n) is connected (theorem 1, 1); §1) hence v is constant on Mp(n); choosing S = S' = J in (2.11') the value of that constant is zero.
To prove (2.10) and (2.11) we need :
(2.15) ^u(5)=/zo(^)+^o(5j,)+sign(^o,^o,^o,5A5A^o)
where SA = 7r(^j), SA' = 7r(5'j,).
Proof of the lemma. -Let A = (P,L,Q), and A' = (P',L',Q'). In view of definition (2.2) of the Maslov index, it is of course sufficient to prove that :
Sign(P' + Q) = Sign(^o, ^o, SASA'^) , or, which amounts to the same, in view of (2.4), (2.5) :
Now, s^l and 5,4' are in fact characterized by theorem 1, 1), §1, (formula (1.5)), and the corollary to proposition 1, §1 :
hence : (219) fs^leo={ (x,-Qx) •,xGR n }, \SA'^={(X,P'X) ; .reR"} .
Since SA'^O H to = {0} in view of proposition 3, §1, sign(^o, s^io, SA'to) is, in view of (2.9), the signature of the quadratic form x ^ -((?' + Q)x,x} hence (2.16) and the lemma.
Proof of (2.10). -Let S = S^S^, € Mp{n) and i e A(n). Using the lemma we get :
that is, in view of the cocycle property (2.6) of the signature :
Modifying slightly A (and A') if necessary, we can always assume that SA^O H i = SA^O H to = SA^O H s£o = {0}, hence (2.10) in view of property
Proof of (2.11). -We are first going to show that (2.11) holds for 5'=^, i.e. :
(2.20)
^o(SS^) = ^(S) + ^o(^j) + sign(4, si^ssA^) .
For that purpose, define a function : /j : Mp(n) -^ Zg by the relation
and let £ C A(n). Noting that in view of the cocycle property (2.6) of the signature we have :
hence, using the antisymmetric property (2.4) :
Choosing £ such that :
g^^ and hi are constant in a neighborhood of S in view of (2.10); since on the other hand : sto D SSA^O = 4 H SA^O = {0} in view of proposition 3, §1, 5 ^ sign(<^o^5A^o^) is also constant in a neighborhood of S in view of (2.7), hence f^ is locally constant on Mp(n) and hence constant since Mp(n) is connected. Choosing S = 5^, lemma 1 hereabove implies :
•^A^A') = ^o(5j,5^) -^o(-S^) -sign(^o,^o,5A^A^o) = ^o(-S'j) ;
hence f^(S) = /lo(-S^) for all S C Mp(n), which proves (2.20).
To prove (2.11) in the general case, set 5" = 5j5j,; then by (2.20) :
+sign(^o,5^o,55A^o) . Now, using (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) we have :
+sign(^o,5<o,55'^o) , that is :
/io(55") = /,o(5) + /Ao(5') -h sign(^o, 5^0,55'^) which is (2.11).
Proof of (2.12). -In view of (2.11) and (2.4) we have : ,^o(5jJ = 2(m + 2) -n = /io(5j) + 4 , hence, since 5j and 5^, have same projection SA on 5'p(n) : -sign(eo,sAto,SASA^o) = /^o(5'j) +44-M-S^) + sign(^o, 5A^o, ^A^A^o) =/^o(5)+4.
Proof of (2.14). -Let S = S-5-C Mp(n); we have, by definition (2.1):^o (S^) + ^0(6' j,) = 2(m + m' -n) .
On the other hand, by (2.8)
sign (£o,SA£o,SASA'£o) = n+dim^o H 5A^o)+dim(5A4 H 5A5A^o)+dim(5A5A'4 H ^o), mod 2 =n-hdim(^n5A4)+dim(^on5A^o)+dim(s<on^o), mod 2 , hence the result by (2.11) and proposition 3, §1.
Remark. -Theorem 1, 1) implies theorem 2, 1), §1; but we have not used the latter to establish our results. Mp(n) and Sp(n) x Zg.
A relation between
Recall that the symplectic group Sp(n) acts transitively on the lagrangian Grassmannian A(n). It is clear that S^SSo = (-.Sor^-So) , hence the function (3.1) does not depend on the choice of the element of Mp(n) projecting onto SQ. Suppose now 5o is another element of Sp(n) such that i = s^to; then 5o = soh where h C Sp(n) is such that UQ = £o. Let H be an element of Mp(n) projecting onto h.
We have, in view of formula (2.11) in theorem 1, 1), §2, and property (2.6) of Sign : 2) The function ^ has moreover the following properties :
(3.6) ^(5) and n -dim(^ H t) have same image in 1^ = Z/2Z .
Proof. -In view of the definition of the function ^ we have :
that is, by the 5p(n)-invariance property (2.5) of the signature :
Now, the right-hand side of that equality is locally constant, in view of (2.10) in theorem 1, §2, for :
that is, for :
hence property (3.2).
To prove (3.3), note that :
hence, again by (2.5), noting that i = SQ^O :
which is (3.3).
The uniqueness of a function f( satisfying (3.2), (3.3) is equivalent to the uniqueness of a function go(S) = MSoSS^1) satisfying properties (2.10), (2.11) in theorem 1, 1), §2, but the uniqueness of that function has been established in that theorem.
The proofs of properties (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) readily follow from the proof of the corresponding properties (2.12), (2.13), (2.4) for p,o in theorem 1, 2), §2; the details are left to the reader.
The following result gives an explicit formula for the change of t:
for all S e Mp(n).
Proof. -Set £ = Vo, V = S'^Q, and let 5i C Mp(n) have projection 5i = soSQ~1 e Sp(n); then t = s^' and we can write, in view of (3. that is (3.7).
In view of (3.5) in theorem 1, we have /^((-l)^) = p.e(S) + \k for k € Z and 5 € Mp(n), hence the images of /^(5) and ^^(-5) in Z4 = Z/4Z are equal, and only depend on the projection s C Sp(n) of ±5 and £ e A(n); we will denote that image p. Proof. -The mapping H( is surjective in view of the definition of ([s] . It is also injective. Suppose in fact (s,^(S)) = (5',^(5')); then 5=5' and S = (-1)^5' for some k € Z, hence ^(6') + ^(S") + 4A; in view of (3.5) in theorem 1, hence k = 0, mod 2, and S = S". The proof of 2) is straightforward in view of (3.2) in theorem 1 : the function S ^ ^((S) is locally constant on the set {S € Mp(n) ; st H i = {0}}, hence continuous when J.s is equipped with the discrete topology. Proof. -Immediate in view of formula (3.7) in proposition 1.
COROLLARY 2.
1) For every i € A(n), the set (Sp(n) x ls) ( defined by (3.9) can be equipped with a structure of topological group [Sp(n) 
